20% of Kabul Parliamentary Elections Result Sheets Are Missing: IECC

The Independent Electoral Complaints Commission (IECC) said that 20 percent result sheets of Kabul parliamentary elections are missing.

Recently, IECC invalidated the preliminary result of Kabul parliamentary elections and said that it has decided to invalidate all original result sheets which were filled on the polling day. Meanwhile, electoral observers believe validating the initial result sheets is illegal and will not lead to the desired result. "Considering the legal procedures, if the electoral bodies ignore validating the initial result sheets is illegal and will not be able to separate black and white with the initial result sheets," said Daud Ali Najafi, a former electoral official. However, Mawlawna Mohammad Abdulah a member of the Independent Election Complaints Commission (IECC) said that 20 percent result sheets of Kabul parliamentary elections are missing.
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However, Mawlawna Mohammad Abdulah a member of the Independent Election Complaints Commission (IECC) added that the electoral bodies unable yet to announce the result sheets the electoral bodies are unable to find a solution to the problem yet.
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